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1 .  When a protester challenges certain 
specifications as being unduly restrictive 
of the competition, it is incumbent upon 
the agency to establish prima facie support 
for the reasonableness of the specifica- 
tions by demonstrating that the require- 
ments are necessary to meet its actual 
rninimum needs. But once the agency estab- 
lishes this support, the burden is then 
clearly on the protester to show that the 
requirements are arbitrary or otherwise 
unreasonable, a burden not met here. 

2. A protester's argument that only one bid 
will be found to be responsive to an IFB so 
as to require its cancellation is purely 
speculative when the bias have yet to be 
opened, and GAO notes that there is no 
requirement in the Feaeral Acquisition 
Regulation than an IFB be canceled even if 
only one bid is found to be responsive. 
Cancellation is only warranted where no 
responsive bid has been receivea from a 
responsible bidder. 

Physio-Control Corporation protests that certain 
specifications in invitation for b i d s  (IFB) No. 
F11623-85-B-0020, issued by tne Department of the Air 
Force, are unduly restrictive of the competition. The 
procurement is for the acquisition ot 59 caraiac nonitor/ 
defibrillators to be used aboard aircraft. Physio-Control 
complains that the specifications in issue are unauly 
restrictive because they are written as design, rather than 
as performance, requirements. We deny the protest. 
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Background 

The IFu, originally issued as a small business 
set-aside on Feburary 2 8 ,  1585, solicited bids on a brand 
naine or equal basis, with units manufacturea by Medical 
Research Laboratories, Inc. (MRL) specified as the brana 
name. Bid opening was originally scheduled for April 1. 
However, in response to a protest filed at the agency level 
by Physio-Control, the Air Force subsequently issued Amena- 
ment OU03 which removed both the small business restriction 
and the brand name or equal requirement. Bia opening was 
rescheduled for August 1 4 .  However, Physio-Control pro- 
testea to this Office on August 12 ,  complaining that even 
though the Drand name or equal requirement had been 
reinovea, four of the specifications for the cardiac 
monitor/defibrillators were unduly restrictive of the com- 
petition because they were based upon the design features 
of the MRL product. The protested specifications are: 
( 1 )  the requirement that the equipment have a "durable 
metal exterior case"; (2) the requirement for visual and 
audible "hi/low rate" alarms with automatic chart recorder 
activation; ( 3 )  the requirement for a minimum 4 second 
aelay between display of heart rhythm wave lengths on the 
monitor screen and the actual physical imprint of those , 
rhythms on the chart recorder; and ( 4 )  the requirement that 
the defibrillator paadle sets have "removable adult/ 
peaiatric/neonatal surfaces." 

Pnysio-Control contenas that the requirement for a 
metal exterior case is in excess of the Air Force's actual 
minimum neeas because the agency's concerns regaraing 
protection of tne equipment from impact and shock can be 
met just as easily through use or a non-metal case. 

Physio-Control asserts tnat the requirement for botn 
visual and auaible alarms is unnecessary if not actually 
dangerous because aircraft or patient motion can cause 
false alarms, and there is no provision in the specifica- 
tions to compensate for this. The firm insists that the 
Air Force's actual minimum need is only for a reliable 
neart rate indicator. 

With regard to the requirement for a minimum 4 
secona delay between the monitor display and the chart 
recorder, Physio-Control contends that the requirement only 
reflects a particular design feature of the MHL product. 
The firm believes tnat tne agency's actual minimum neea is 
that the equipment provide the equipment operator with the 
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ability to see the monitor display from a given distance 
and capture any abnormal heart rhythms on the recorder. 

Physio-Control also urges that the requirement that 
the defibrillator paddle sets have removable surfaces is 
improper because of the great risk that these surfaces will 
be lost or misplacea during actual operations. Physio- 
Control contends that the requirement should be rewritten 
to allow for defibrillator paaale sets with permanently 
attached auult surfaces over which the less frequently usea 
pediatric and neonatal surtaces can De attachea. 

Physio-Control dia not submit a bid, ana the firm 
contenas that any bids from firms other than MRL will be 
nonresponsive. Physio-Control requests that the IFB 
be canceled and reissued as a negotiated procurement, and 
tnat the Air Eorce revise the challengea specifications to 
reflect its actual minimum needs. The Air Force informs us 
that bia opening has been postponed inaefinitely pending 
our resolution of the matter. 

Analysis 

the method of accommodating them, and the technical juag- 
ments upon which those determinations are based, are pri- 
marily the responsibility of the procuring agency. The 
agency is most familiar with the conditions under which the 
supplies and services have been usea in the past and will 
be used in the future. ACCOrainyly, we will not question 
an agency's determination of its minimum needs unless there 
is a clear showing that the determination has no reasonable 

The determination of the government's minimum needs, - 

basis. Eaton Leonard Corp., B-215593,  Jan. 17 ,  1 9 8 5 ,  85-1 
CPD 11 4 7 .  

However, when a protester challenges a specification 
as being unduly restrictive of the compeiition, it is 
incumbent upon the agency to establish prima facie support 
for the reasonableness of the specification. kiltron Co., 
B-213135,  Sept. 1 4 ,  1 9 8 4 ,  84-2 CPD 11 2 9 3 .  Such prlma facie 
support should consist of an explanation establishing a 
reasonable basis for the agency's aetermination that the 
restrictive specification is neeaed to meet tne agency's 
minimum needs. Lista International Corp., 63 Comp. 
Gen. 447  ( 1 9 8 4 1 ,  64-1 CPD ll 6 6 5 .  But once the ayency 
establishes this support, the burden is then clearly-on the 
protester to show that the requirements complaineu of are 
arbitrary or otherwise unreasonable. Eaton Leonard Corp., 
b-215593,  supra. 
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Here, the record demonstrates that  the four 
specifications challenged by Pnysio-Control are  based upon 
particular design features of the ltiRL caraiac monitor/ 
ae t iDr i l la tor .  hRL developed i ts  product as  the r e su l t  of 
a se r ies  of contacts w i t n  the A i r  Force beginning i n  1983. 
The product was tested and evaluated by the A i r  Force's 
School ot Aerospace Hedicine and was found to  possess cer- 
ta in  features which were viewed favorably. The evaluation 
report shows that  the A i r  Force was impressed w i t n  the pro- 
duc t ' s  carrying case since it was "made of rugged stressed 
a i r c r a f t  aluminum . . . ana ideally suited for transport." 
The A i r  Force's report noted tha t  MRL provided optional 
features such as a 4 secona delay between the display 
monitor and chart recoraer; a high/low heart r a t e  alarm 
which automatically activated the chart recorder ana gave 
off a n  auditory tone when the heart r a t e  deviated from the 
s e t  heart ra te ;  and both neonatal and pediatr ic  disposable 
electrodes. 

Although there seems to  be no dispute tha t  the A i r  
Force considered these design features t o  be desirable ana, 
therefore, incorporated them into the I F B ,  the principal 
question t o  De resolved is whether these features are , 
essent ia l  t o  meet the A i r  Force's actual minimum needs. 
- See Fleetwooa blectronics,  Inc., B-216347.2, June 1 1 ,  1965,  
85-1 CPL) 11 664. 

I n  t h i s  regard, we cannot consider the requirement 
t n a t  the external carrying case be made of durable metal t o  
be unreasonable. We believe the A i r  Force has met i t s  
prima tac ie  burden as it  s t a t e s  tnat  altnough the specit'i- 
cation speaks o n l y  of the oovious necessity for protection 
from environmental changes and aamage afforded ~y the case, 
tne agency required that  the case be made of metal because 
it woula be more l ikely t o  provide visual eviuence of 
aamage from impact or  shock than a non-metal case. I n  the 
A i r  Force's view, a metal case reduces the likelihood that 
a u n i t  which has been internal ly  aamagea w i l l  be selected 
f o r  operational use. 

Although it may be true tha t  Physio-Control's 
non-metal case, made of the same composite material as used 
i n  football  helmets, may afford an equivalent level of pro- 
tect ion,  the f i r m  has not established that  t h i s  material 
proviaes the same degree of visual evidence ot' aamage than 
a metal case. That is, it  appears that  a metal case would 
show dents from dropping or  misuse whereas the composite 
material would not necessarily indicate such potentially 
harmful impact. Moreover, Physio-Control has not demon- 
s t ra ted  tha t  i t  is unable i n  competitive terms to  f u r n i s h  a 
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metal exterior case. 

the firm admits that providing the case is not a handicap. 
Hence, we do not find that the requirement is unduly 
restrictive of the competition. 

- See Julie Research Laboratories, - Inc., B-218598, AUg. 20, 1985, S S - 2  CPD 1 194. In fact, 

We also cannot object to the requirement that the 
cardiac monitor/defibrillator have both visual and audible 
alarms. The Air Force states that this is necessary given 
the conditions of use aboard aircraft. Although the Air 
Force recognizes Physio-Control's position that the nature 
of the system design may, at times, produce false alarms 
aue to aircraft ana patient motion, the Air Force asserts 
this is preferable to a situation where the unit operator 
rnay overlook the visual warning of a potential problem 
provided by the heart rate indicator. 

We believe the Air Force has clearly established prima 
facie support for the necessity of this restriction, which 
is not overcome by Physio Control's concern regarding the 
possibility of false alarms. In fact, Physio-Control's 
position is not relevant to the issue of whether the 
requirement for both types of alarms is unduly restrictivq, 
since the firm is really attempting to argue that the 
two-fola system rnay prove to be unreliable in actual use, 
not that the specification exceeds the Air Force's actual 
neeas. Since the Air Force has obviously consiaered and 
diSC0Untea the potential for risk occasioned by false 
alarms, we find no basis to question the agency's tecnnicai 
judgment that the two-fold system is necessary for 
operational use aboard aircraft. 

We reach a similar conclusion with respect to the 
requirement that there be a minimum 4 second delay between 
display of the heart rhythm wave lengths on the monitor 
screen and the actual physical imprint of these rhythms on 
the chart recorder. It is apparent that the Air Force aoes 
not want the chart recorder to be recording the entire time 
the monitor is in use, but ratner that there be a suffi- 
cient delay period so that if the unit operator notices 
abnormal heart rhythms, he can get to the equipment ana 
activate the "freeze/record function" so as to capture the 
abnormal rhythms on paper. 

AltnOugh Physio-Control essentially argues that the 
Air Force's actual need is for the operator to be able to 
see the monitor from a given distance, rather than for a 
precise delay period between monitor aisplay and chart 
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recoraation, the firm's position, again, does not overcoine 
the Air Force's prima facie showing as to the reasonableness 
of the restriction. 

we note that the specification does not require that 
the delay feature be exactly 4 seconds in length, but only 
that it be at least tnat long in auration. Physio-Control 
has never asserted that it is competivitely unable to meet 
tne specification because it cannot proviae a delay feature 
of 4 seconas or longer for its offered unit. Julie Research 
Laboratories, Inc., B-218598, supra. Hence, because it 
appears that the Air Eorce's actual minimum neea is for the 
unit operator to be able to utilize the freeze/recora func- 
tion in order to capture abnormal heart rhythms on paper 
without the necessity tor full-time operation of the chart 
recorder, we ao not fina that the minimum 4 seconci delay 
requirement is unauly restrictive. 

Finally, we cannot Object to tne requirement that the 
defibrillator padales have removable adult, pediatric, and 
neonatal suriaces. The Air Force states that tne require- 
ment is necessary because if the unit is proviaea with 
harawired adult paaales (most commonly usea), which then , 
prove to be aefective, the entire unit is inoperative for. 
pediatric or neonatal cases. Also, tne Air Force states 
that removable surfaces simplify the periodic maintenance 
checks on the units, as opposea to harawired padale sets 
which are more difficult to diagnose for defects or broken 
wiriny. Although Physio-Control argues that this require- 
ment increases tne risk that the aault surfaces, in cri- 
tical use, will be lost or misplacea, the Air force states 
that the units and their accessories will be transported in 
colnplete sets aboara the aircratt to minimize the risk of 
loss. Ne find nothing in Physio-Control's submissions to 
establisn that tne requirement exceeas tne Air Force's 
actual minimum needs. Insteaa, tile firm's position on this 
issue merely reklects a difterence ot technical opinion, ana 
aoes not serve to overcome the Air Force's prima facie 
snowing of reasonauleness. 

Accoraingly, we conclude tnat the four challenyea 
specifications, although aerived from particular design 
features of the MRL product, are not inappropriate in this 
instance since they are reasonably shown as necessary to 
satisfy the agency's actual minimum needs. Cf. Fleetwood 
Electronics, Inc., €3-216947.2, supra (absencrof prima 
facie support for specific design requirements). 
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To t h e  e x t e n t  Phys io -Con t ro l  a r g u e s  t h a t  t h e  IF6 
s h o u l d  be  c a n c e l e d  and r e i s s u e d  a s  a n e g o t i a t e d  p rocuremen t  
because o n l y  MU'S D i a  w i l l  be r e s p o n s i v e ,  t h e  a rgument  is 
p u r e l y  s p e c u l a t i v e .  B i u s  h a v e  y e t  t o  b e  opened ,  and t h e r e  
is n o t n i n g  i n  t h e  recora to  e s t a b l i s h  t h a t  Dids  f rom other  
t h a n  hRL w i l l  b e  found  t o  be  n o n r e s p o n s i v e .  

The  p r o t e s t  is d e n i e d .  

G e n e r a l  Counse l  




